APPROVAL OF PHOTOVOLTAIC
PROJECTS IN AGRICULTURAL
LANDS
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PHOTOSOL
LEADER IN LARGE SCALE SOLAR ENERGY PROJECTS

KEY FIGURES

35 employees
20 power stations in
service

325 MWc
in operation and under
construction

33 M€ in revenues
100%
of power stations owned
by Photosol

<6cts
Selling price of recent
projects (/kWh)
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2ND LARGEST PHOTOVOLTAIC ENERGY
PRODUCER IN FRANCE

AND 1ST SME IN FRANCE

In March 2018, Photosol was classified as the 2nd largest independent photovoltaic producer in France

Classification of solar energy producers considering net MWc ( gross MWc * % ownership) as of 03/21/2018 on a declaratory basis

Source : Analyse Finergreen
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CONTEXT
KEY FIGURES





Government’s objective until 2023 (multi-annual planning for France’s energy) : 20 GW
Current installed capacity in France: 8 GWc (12/31/2017)
Annual growth of 2 GWc necessary
Photovoltaic capacity added in 2017 : 875 MWc

-

The CRE (Electricity Regulation Commission) bid solicitation assures the development
utilising exclusively degrated areas or areas authorized by authorities(Npv, AU etc.)
 Growth of 1,7 GW/year as per current technical specifications
- The opening of the market using PPAs could ensure a growth above of what is expected by
CRE (Electricity Regulation Commission)
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CONTEXT

TYPE
DEGRADED

ADVANTAGE(S)
-

No land use conflict

-

The project will be
integrated into the
territorial
development

-

Low electricity cost
Low environmental
impact

URBAN PLANNING

AGRICULTURAL

DISADVANTAGE(S)
-

Extra costs
Environmental costs
potentially higher

-

Slow decision making
Long time frame in
case of modification

-

Risk of land use
conflict

- CRE’s current specifications make it highly unlikely to achieve the expected gowth
considering its strictness.
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PROJECT VERNEUIL/CHARRIN

-

The project was initiated in 2014.

-

Considering it’s size (350 ha), the
project was divided in 4 zones
taking into account its
environmental and agricultural
constraints.
PHOTOSOL guarantees the
implementation of an agricultral
activity, with 2 breeders operating
on site. At the end of the project,
the land will be restored (will pay
the expenses) to be used by an
agricultural activity .

-

KEY FIGURES
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PROJECT VERNEUIL/CHARRIN

CHARACTERISTICS

KEY FIGURES

LOCALIZATION

43 MWc

LAT

46.835228

IRRADIANCE PLAN

1413 kWh/kWp

LONG

3.598105

IRRADIANCE MODULES

1186 kWh/kWp

ALTITUDE

+ 212 NGF

Nov 2017

SURFACE

69 ha

10 km

LANDSCAPE
RESTRICTION

None

7 cts€/kWh

URBANISME

RNU

2

NUMBER OF SHEEPS

450

CAPACITY

COMISSIONING
CONNECTION LENGTH
TARIFF (CRE)
NUMBER OF BREEDERS
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DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES
The strict use of land for agricultural purposes will, in our opinion, prevent the aforementioned objectives to be achieved
 A flexibilization of land use seems necessary to us
OBJECTIVE :
Implementation of a set of rules for building permit applications for photovoltaic plants considering recent developments in jurisprudence.
 Authorize the implementation in an agricultural land only in case a meaningful agricultural activity is maintained during the project.
CHALLENGES :
-

Specify what is a meaningful agricultural activity
Monitor the actual implementation of the agricultural activity

TO BE CONSIDERED:
-

Implementation of a long term contract agreement with a local farmer,
Render the land usable during and after the project,
[AO CRE] Implement feasibility financial guarantees using a methodology to be decided (equivalent to the Certificat d’Eligibilité / DREAL
 Certificat d’Eligibilité Agricole / CDPENAF) considering the local agricultural context,
Propose an agricultural project which is financialy viable, ideally relaunching a declining local agricultural activity,

CONCLUSION :
Adapt the Urbanism and Rural Code allowing regulations to be fair and coherent.

